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From the President
What promises to be an exciting touring and rally schedule is shaping up for 19 8 3.
The icing on the cake is the news that Peter and Heather Morgan will be in
attendance at MG WEST, Morro Bay, Calif. At the January meeting seven owners
have pledged already that their cars will sake the trip. The dates for this extra
special event is officially July 15-17, 1983. Our club will leave from Portland
either the 13th or lhth arriving the 15th. We will probably stay Monday to take
the optional tour of Hearst Castle and arrive home the 19th or 20th, making a fun
packed S to 7 day weekend. I must caution however, if you intend on going please
let me know tentatively no later than the Feb. meeting (Feb. 15). This event
promises to assemble in excess of one hundred Morgans in one resort town. I will
have data on hotel costs by next meeting or c411 me (503) 6L2-1775.
Washington members will be hacpy to know that at least one weekend event will be
aimed at "the Sound" this season and we will be looking forward to picking up
all our Washington members as we go. Bob and Janis Hauge are planning a trip for
Northwest Washington and rumblings of a second trip may also be forming.
Dues for the January to December year are coming in. 1982 memberships expired
December 31, 1982. If you haven't sent yours in yet please take a few moments
right now while you're reading this news letter and send yours in. Fori10.00
you are supporting a group that suoports your interest in Norgans.
The underlying plan for this year includes:
1. More events and events of different types, wider aest Coast range
and a heavier rally schedule.
2. A wider infrastructure to organize and run MOO N..
3. A vast upgrading of the news letter. Thanks to Jim Henry and family.

Lt.

A bi-monthly factory parts order. Sooner if you need something. Right Roger

S.

And more of the same diverse group of interests and talents that snare
Morgans from nuts and bolts to history and lore.
FEBRUARY EVENT

Feb. 19, X-.country ski trip,down hillers welcome
Leave Hiedi's Swiss Village on Hwy. 25 about 7 miles east of Gresham./ô
X- Country from Mt. Hood Meaiows. Pack a picnic lunch. We will be
stopping for pizza on the way down th mountain. For further details
contact Tricia Crockett (503) 665-7004
TRIVIA QUESTION: Vhat was the peak year for 3-wheeler production??
We will see you all at the next meeting Tuesday February 15 at
Morgans Corner Restaurant, 3829 S.W. Hall Blvd., Beaverton.
If you have any questions please give me a ring (503) 642-1775 Dwight
Smith.

July
15-17, 1983

at
MORRO BAY

Co-hosted by the Morgan
Plus 4 Clubs of ortherr.
and Southern California

Halfway between San Francisco and Los Angeles on the Pacific Coast

A FAMILY AFFAIR ?ORGAN GATHERING FOP. OWNERS, ENTHUSIASTS, AND FRIENDS
FEATURES
Morgan enthusiasts
Pacific Ocean Views
Lots of Morgans

Eagpipes
Dash Plaques
Gorgeous Scenery

Awards and Prizes
Missions & Wineries
Added. Surprises

ITINERARY
Friday

- Arrivals and. registrations, area sightseeing, darts contest,
cocktails, slides and movies,

Saturday - Concours d'Elegance, bagpipes, parts zaire, photo session,
Morgan model car display, BBQ dinner.
Sunday

- Rallye, area sightseeing, awards banquet.

Monday

- Travel day. Optional, tour of Hearst Castle.

HEADQUARTERS - The Golden Tee Resort and Lodge, Morro Bay.
For more information, please write or phone either:
or
Lynn Bird
820 Mathewson
Placentia, Cailfornia 92670
714/528-3233 res. Southern
714/990-7875 bus. California

Bob Schmidt
2832 Brewster Avenue
Redwood City, Calif. 94062
415/363-2311 res. Northern
415/692-1714 bus. Califtrn.a

Mark your calendars now for this Pacific Coast Premier Morgan Ever.:!
Publicitys Larry Ayers, 415/775-7071; Norm Kear, 213/380-6134
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MORGAN
Some Notes on How to Obtain
the Best Results.
By W. A. CARR.

F

OR some time I could not understand
why Mr. H. F. S. Morgan appeared
to be so apathetic to the appeals for
such things as reverse.gears and detachable
wheels, and it was not until, as the result of trial work,
1 acquired close intimacy with the various working parts
of the Morgan that I appreciated the wisdom of his
policy. Owing to its simplicity, the average owner can
tackle any maintenance work apart, perhaps, from dismantling the bevel gears and driving shaft. My object
in this summary on the care of a Morgan is to endeavour
to assist in some small way those who, like myself, want
the best possible results from their machines.

high - tension cables and
brushes are generally all that
is needed.
It is a good plan to see if the machine runs freey
in neutral by testing it on a hard, flat surface and oL.
serving whether there is any undue stiffness of movment. If stiffness is noticeable, the adjustment of tnz
brake bands and driving chains should receive attention;
the latter adjustment should, of course, never be attempted when the back wheel is jacked up.
Front Wheel Wobble.

The driving wheel i- uns on two robust ball races, and,
as these ae well packed with grease, not much troublt
Keeping the Engine in Tune.
will arise in this quarter if the nuts on the axles are
Regarding the power unit, which is a proprietary
kept dead tight. Any wear in the front wheel bearings
article, the question of tuning would require too much
can be taken up in the hubs.
space to go fully into the subject, and I cannot do better
Sliding axles do not last for ever, and excessive wear,
than refer those interested to the manufacturers' instructogether with any looseness in the tie rods and steering
tion booklets.
arms, will probably set up front wheel wobble. This
As expert engine tuning is not within everyone's capacan be eliminated by compensating for wear in the steerbilities, I would suggest that if such points as the vahe
ing system, and employing washers of friction material
clearances, the fit of valve stems in their guides, the
between the tie rods and wheel arms.
induction pipe joints, and the compression, are in order,
Driving chains are usually patient sufferers, and in the
then the engine can safely be relied on to deliver the
majority of cases they are either coated with thick
horses.
grease, to vliiclt mud and dust adhere, or they are enAs regards carburation, I have found that very little
tirely forgotten, with disimprovement can be effected
astrous results. Their
by altering the makers' setlives can be considerably
ting. Careful attention to
lengthened if, after rethe feed and the float
moval and scrubbing with a
chamber is desirable, and in
this respect it is surprising
wire brush in a paraffin
the amount of foreign matter
bath, they are allowed to
which will be found to acsoak in hot graphite grease.
cumulate.
Before replacing the chains,
Fortunately, magnetos are
allow the superfluous grease
now so reliable that one is
to drain off. Badly worn or
apt to forget how essential
stretched chains will have a
they are, and even the little
tendency to ride the sprocket
excitement one used someteeth, and may cause contimes to have when the fibre
siderable damage. Chains
bush of the contact breaker
may be tested for wear by
seized up seems to have
laying them out straight on
vanished. An occasional
the ground and then alter'cleaning of the slip ring,
nately pulling and pushing
and examination of the
on their ends.
Morgan chassis t..y-out.

JANUARY z9th, 1928.
Caro and Maintendesirable, a n d
ance of the Morgan.
with the excepIt is not wise
tion of the one
to run the tyres
big adjustable, I much
to destruction if
prefer the spanone wishes to
ners to he of the
avoid the unpleaflat type. Apart
sant delays which
from the flat set
are bound to
spanners
being
occur. The reeasy to carry,
moval of rust
they do not round
from the inside
(It the corners
of the wheel rims
the nuts, if a
will amply repay
flat hcx holding
one's trouble. If
the spanners is
standard tyres
placed in the h'tare used, then
torn of the car, it
from the point of
forms a useful
view of comfort
footrest for the
it is not advisable
passenger.
to
run
them
When the owner
hoard hard, as
c o a t e in p lates
they then convey
either touring or
shocks which are
trial work, care.
not appreciated
fill and systemaby either the
tic attention to
human or the
the details I ha' e
mechanical
The twin—cylinder water—cooled J.A.P. engine.
mentioned will
frame; if, on +k
considerably add to the pleasure and success of the underother hand, they are run too soft, there is the posibilty
taking, and obviate the necessity for carrying a small
of the tyres rolling off the rims. Generally,'the best compromise results from the use of the maker's recommended
host of spares.
On the subject of trials, there is no reason for Morgan
pressures. The question of punctures brrngs one to that
owners to avoid the big events on account of their magniof roadside repairs, and even if it is necessary to remove
it has been my experience,
the back wheel the job
in the open trials, that much
should present no difficulties.
leasure derived from this par.
As an essential to this operation, I would advocate a
nd of spore is due to the able
jack which, when placed
management and good feelunder the bevel box, is
ing which exist all round, tocapable of lifting the car
gether with the assurance
sufficiently high to enable
that a sporting chance is
guaranteed.
the back wheel to be easily
removed after the brake
But I would mention. as a
bands and chains have hecn
personal experience, that it
uncoupled. This tool will
is wise to discriminate in the
remove a lot of the difficulchoice of both your passenties which are associated
ger and your gears, as each
with the operation of repairrneanr much towards the sucing a rear wheel puncture.
cess of your efforts, and on
The possession of a kit of
each depends, to a large
Rear ol the chassis reedy for attention to the bevel box and
serviceable spanners is very
extent, your enjoyment.
gear operating mechanism.
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YEARS AND STILL THE REST THREE-WHEELER
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For all our screwed up members, courtesy of Jrry Wiliburn
WHATEVER YOUR FASTENER NEEDS

"ONE CALL DOES IT ALL"

•

For mismatched

•

'ji I

i.s in.,

neat the eij.i

bolt holes

For hcles counter

For holes drilled crook

sunk ton deep

and then straightened

(nut i s hard starting)

For hole,

th courrisrs,nk

Assembler's special. lc

for holes not square.

on iha wrong ,:de

oversize & stepped ho'e.

Binocular bolt. for
doubt, drilled holes

LINE

3.

Bct & Screw Cc.

0 NO MINIMUM ORDER

14844 AETNA
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91401
PHONE 997-8733
997-8734

• AEROSPACE
r

0 INDUSTRIAL
• METRICS

-•

For double counter

Serrated head for all

For redrilled hcles that

sunk holes.

vise-grip torquing.

stilt don't match

-

For out-of-round holes

oF

Illescoping bolt where lengh
1 riOt known-

For Use wr, pilot hole
does not cle',o oct

For all tapered holes
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